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THE BITCH CELEBRATES 20 YEARS!
FOX INTERACTIVE SALUTES THE ANNIVERSARY
OF THE ALIEN FRANCHISE
WITH ALIENS VS. PREDATOR AND ALIEN RESURRECTION TITLES
Aliens vs. Predator Trailer To Be Featured on
Fox Home Entertainment’s DVD Anniversary Release of the “Alien Legacy” Series
LOS ANGELES – ELECTRONIC ENTERTAINMENT EXPO, Booth #1300, May 13-15,
1999 – Happy Anniversary, Alien! Twenty years later, and you are as mean as ever, still
striking fear in sci-fi fans everywhere. To celebrate 20 years of cinematic terror, Fox
Interactive is releasing two games based on one of the most popular film franchises of all
time. ALIENS VS. PREDATOR is now available for the PC and ALIEN RESURRECTION will
ship in the fall of 1999 for the PC and PlayStation.
In addition, Fox Interactive will team up with Fox Home Entertainment for a major cross
promotion that will feature the ALIENS VS. PREDATOR theatrical trailer in the preview
section of the four upcoming DVD and video releases of the “ALIEN LEGACY” movies.
"By joining our colleagues in Fox Home Entertainment to celebrate the 20th anniversary of
the Alien franchise, we bring marketing muscle and an entertainment property to the game
world that only a studio can deliver," said Jon Richmond, president, Fox Interactive.
"Because of the success of our ALIEN TRILOGY game as well as other games developed
based on the Alien story line, Fox Interactive expects both of these new titles to be huge hits
and give fans the ultimate Alien gaming experience."
Fox Home Entertainment will support the 20th anniversary of the ALIEN franchise by
releasing the "ALIEN LEGACY" series, featuring all of the ALIEN movies available for the first
time on DVD. During the previews on each DVD, the ALIENS VS. PREDATOR theatrical
trailer that debuted during the opening of 20th Century Fox's theatrical release of "Wing
Commander" will be showcased. The trailer is the first theatrical trailer of a video game by a
major movie studio.
(more)
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Launched in May 1999 and available for the PC, ALIENS VS. PREDATOR marks Fox
Interactive's first formal entry into the hard core PC gaming market. Combining two of Fox's
strongest sci-fi/action film franchises, ALIENS VS. PREDATOR, developed by Rebellion, will
allow gamers to play the game from three different perspectives - the Alien, Predator or
Colonial Marine. As the most ferocious species in the universe, they are pitted against one
another in a battle for the ultimate prize - survival.
Developed by Argonaut and available on PlayStation and PC in the fall of 1999, ALIEN
RESURRECTION will give gamers the ultimate experience in adrenaline-pumping terror and
excitement as they battle ferocious aliens, fighting to prevent the extinction of humanity.
Uncertainty will loom down every foreboding corridor and around every dark corner as
gamers will race against time to eradicate the alien menace and stop Dr. Wren from returning
alien specimens to Earth. Players will have to think fast and think smart to out-maneuver
hordes of the most vicious and rapacious enemy mankind has ever faced.
Recognized as an innovative industry leader, Fox Interactive, an operating unit of Fox Filmed
Entertainment, a News Corporation company, is committed to developing a full range of bold
and engaging interactive entertainment, including groundbreaking titles such as Die Hard
Trilogy, Croc, James Cameron's Titanic Explorer and the highly anticipated releases of Aliens
vs. Predator and Alien Resurrection. Fox Interactive products are distributed by Twentieth
Century Fox Home Entertainment. Check out Fox Interactive online at
www.foxinteractive.com.
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